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Catapult

Program Details

Your group will reach a new high with Catapult, a highly competitive event
in which teams use their creative brainpower and problem-solving skills to
construct a working catapult which, when completed, will launch objects for
distance and accuracy.

Group Size:
30 to 1,000+

This fast-paced construction and launch program starts with a fun accuracy
icebreaker involving piece-together, mini catapults that we provide. After
forming teams, each team completes a 10-minute, hands-off inspection of
their materials, taking inventory and sketching an initial catapult design. At
the word “GO,” teams will access their materials and start building.

Team Size:
10
Program Length:
1.5 to 2 hours

With only 30 minutes in this initial phase to build and test the launcher, there
is no time to waste. Completed catapults are put to the test during two
separate launch phases, which truly add to the challenge of this fun
team-building event.

Space Requirement
Large outdoor space or very
large indoor space (ballroom,
gym, or similar large open
meeting space)

Phase 1 is the “launch-for-distance” competition utilizing a grid where
measurements are marked in 5-foot increments. To share the fun and
ensure full participation, we rotate team members through the various roles
required to compete. At the end of the first round, points are tallied, and the
scores displayed.

Setting:
Indoor / Outdoor

Phase 2 tests the “distance-and-accuracy” of the launcher with team
members catching objects in various-sized containers and at different
distances. During this hilarious phase of the Catapult competition, the
pressure to perform is high as each team attempts to maximize its points.

Program Elements

When the competition ends, the final scores will be tallied, and the winning
teams announced. This is a fun, creative, high-energy event that will leave
your group exhilarated as the winning teams take the stage to receive their
medals.

Physicality:
Medium

Creativity & Resourcefulness
Friendly Competition
Fun & Engaging Interaction

To ensure a great experience, aspects of this program may be modified for
your group size, group makeup, time available, and other variables.
Since you like this program, you may also consider Virtual Trivia Blast as a
remote option!

Performance &
Continuous Improvement

What's Included?
Pricing varies depending upon
the number of participants
(minimum of 30) and includes
the team building program, prep,
production coordination and all
materials, program design, a
professional lead facilitator and
staffing.

For photos and video, please visit our website at https://bestcollegiateevents.com/program/catapult/

